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John indicates on how he became interested in UFOs and how when he came to 
know Jesus, the Bible provided logic to explain the angelic origins of this 
phenomena. 

John discusses the increase in UFOs reported in the media and how the bible 
predicts these strange events or "Birth Pangs" would increase.

He indicated open physical contact with these beings is coming, and that the talk 
about "disclosure" will be irrelevant.

We disagree about how God's angels and God may use UFO technology.  I noted 
there are no confirmed accounts of UFO occupants providing a Gospel message. In 
addition,   I feel the accounts in the Bible that some say are "spacecraft" are indeed 
physical objects but are likely more complex in their function; they could function as 
objects of worship in pointing to the Godship of Christ and the majesty of the 
Father.  For example, looking at Ezekiel's vision, seeing this vision as a UFO craft is 
an oversimplification and is looking at this account through the science fiction bias 
of our time.

John describes the nature of the earth with physical, but multidimensional "layers" 
extending to the core where the "spirit world" is in fact a very tangible existence.

In the core of the Interview, our guest also goes into a fascinating discussion of how 
the anti-christ relates to the hybridization process in process by fallen angels via 
the abduction phenomena. 

He discuss the term "seed of the serpent" in Genesis 3, the Nephilim from Genesis 
6,  and how it relates to fallen angels and their biological hybridization program.

John discusses the controversial Biblical term "Host of Heaven" which he interprets 
in some passages to mean God's created intelligences who reside on other 
planets.

From this point we moved on to a discussion of the possible nature of "the 
heavens"  which very likely includes not only what we perceive as physical space, 
but other dimensionalities, which we normally cannot perceive due to our limited 
physical existence and sin nature.  It is this very limitation that Christ overcame for 
all of us via his sacrifice on the cross and resurrection. With this we launched into a 
discussion of Heaven itself.

Then we discussed John's testimony and the various events in how he was lead to 
understand that Christ is God.
John indicates that the ignorance of the church in regards to the spiritual and 
Biblical connection with the UFO and ET phenomena is like other historical 



ignorance.

We discussed how the Earth is the center of a great cosmic battle, and is the stage 
on which God has demonstrated His great plan of redemption.  The alien ET 
deception will be a futile but temporarily effective attempt to deceive the earth and 
usher in a worldwide religion based on Satanic deception. 

With this reality, it is so important for all who are followers of Christ to understand 
the magnitude of this deception.


